UW GOSPEL CHOIR
Phyllis M. Byrdwell, director

7:30 PM / May 21, 2018 / Meany Theater

PROGRAM

1 entrance music - 2:36

2 Let Everything That Hath Breath .................................................. Twinkie Clark-Terrell

3 Right Now ................................................................. Smokie Norful

4 Remarks - Byrdwell ................................................................. Spiritual

5 Medley: Ride On King Jesus / In That Great Getting' Up Morning ............... Andre Crouch

6 The Lord Is My Light .................................................................

7 New Revelation + Talk + reprise .................................................. Charles Mitchell & Percy Gray, Jr.

8 Psalm 8 ........................................................................ Richard Smallwood

9 I Cannot Tell It All ................................................................. Kevon Carter

10 You Covered Me ....................................................................... Dr. R. A. Vernon

11 remarks .................................................................

12 Medley: How Excellent! / Total Praise ........................................ Brenda Joyce Moore

13 remarks .................................................................

14 Sacrifice of Praise ................................................................. Kirk Dearman

15 exit music

MUSICIANS:
Phyllis M. Byrdwell, Director & Keyboard
Tony Mobley, Bass Guitar Ben Hagan, Keyboard
Anthony Brown, Percussion Patricia Hunter, Percussion

UW MUSIC 2017-18 SEASON
Choir Personnel, Spring Quarter 2018
NAME, MAJOR

SOPRANOS
Clarriss Johnson, American Music Studies
Christine Wolf, Computer Science
Ji Soo Yang, Psychology
Xinru Zhang, Computer Science
Ran Hu, Computer Science
Texia Loh, Biochemistry
Emily Asplin, International Studies
Alexis Neumann, Comparative History
Jerrin Padre, Speech & Hearing Sciences
Enren Ketsela, Business
Mikaila Comfort, Business
Tiantian Gao, Early Childhood and Family Studies
Jordana Sevigny, Ecology
Huqi He, Visual Art
Jiye Bae, Arts and Sciences
Hua Wu, Drama
Esther Jang, Computer Science
Grace Sin, Visual Art
Alannah O'Brien, School of Business
Ariana Mixon, Public Health
Tamayo Konishi, Early Childhood Education

ALTOS
Bryn Zeman-Witzel, Mechanical Engineering
Lorilynn Ignao, Social Welfare
Kino Watanabe, Neurobiology
Sarah Kevin, Art (painting and drawing)
Sharon Kang, Biochemistry
Sooyong Lee, Chemistry
Chinaza Abonyi, Biology
Christine Hoang, Biochemistry
Cindy Baik, Psychology
Carolyn Lee, Economics
Hillary Djatikusuma, Business
Emma Sum, Human Rights
Faith Chea, Education
Amira Peterson, Interdisciplinary Arts
Laura Voinessen, Computer Science
Clare Morrison, Library & Information Science
Monica Torres, Mathematics
Robin Yeh, Computer Science
Sophia Gillmer, History
Elizabeth Woolf, Communications
Emma Fillingham, Law, Societies & Justice
Jasmine Bomben, Biology
Laurette Hanna, Political Science
Madison Johnson, Industrial Engineering
Lucia Lanzolla, Comparative Literature
Tanner Kooley, Communications
Haley Olson, Communications
Hannah Berntson, Nursing
Riley Wending, Accounting
Cassandra Chee, Visual Communication Design
Rachel Lazzer, Global Health
Kalina Hobbs, Gospel Choir TA

TENORS
Yuansicheng Cai, Accounting
Dae Kang, Psychology
Andrew Hwang, Informatics
Daniel Barnes, Computer Science
Jonathan Walzer, Scandinavian Studies
Calvin Huynh, Business
Alvin Jeong, Aeronautics & Astronautics
Isaiah Tabalbag, Undeclared
Louis Kim, Law, Society & Justice
Colten Sturlagson, Architecture
Boon Huish, Germanics
Ryan Feng, Computer Engineering
Alex Hoang, Archaeology
Jermy Yau, Statistics

BASSES
Emily Asplin, International Studies
Alexis Neumann, Comparative History
Jerrin Padre, Speech & Hearing Sciences
Enren Ketsela, Business
Mikaila Comfort, Business
Tiantian Gao, Early Childhood and Family Studies
Jordana Sevigny, Ecology
Huqi He, Visual Art
Jiye Bae, Arts and Sciences
Hua Wu, Drama
Esther Jang, Computer Science
Grace Sin, Visual Art
Alannah O'Brien, School of Business
Ariana Mixon, Public Health
Tamayo Konishi, Early Childhood Education

Kalia Hobbs, Gospel Choir TA